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THE CHRONICLE N°20  

Interpenetrations of realities 
and schizophrenic dissociations 

The LEO group's discussions lead us more and more often to observe strange 
phenomena that psychiatry would call “dissociation of the individual”. These psychic 
manifestations, which sometimes affect some amongst us, then lead us to investigate 
their impacts in the activities of our tribe. This obviously implies that some of us could 
therefore occasionally be victims of these psychic assaults, which sometimes were close 
to schizophrenia. 


For human science, in other words the one of 3rd density, schizophrenia is defined roughly 
as a psychiatric pathology that results in a disturbed perception of reality, delusions, 
hallucinations and passive behaviors, such as relational isolation or withdrawal of the 
group. 


By sometimes observing this type of attitude in some of us, we have come to understand 
that what psychiatrists define as a schizophrenic behavior is simply their own and deep 
refusal to recognize the dimensional entanglement phenomena which, furthermore, in our 
times, are happening more and more often in everyone’s daily life!


In other words, modern psychiatry masterfully ignores the real and tangible existence of 
the worlds of higher and lower densities, and the results of their interactions in our 
common reality. It would simply refute the faculties of some to interact with the entities of 
these other worlds, supposedly non-real. However, it would be necessary to know how to 
define reality or what is truly real!
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On this matter, there is a very explicit article available on the LEO Network: “The 
shamanic vision of mental illness: what a shaman sees in a psychiatric hospital”


We might as well say it right away, instead of seeking to medicate schizophrenics, 
psychiatrists  should “open their own spirit” by seriously starting to study quantum 
physics, the laws of the densities and the dimensions of the Universe. They would 
therefore cause much less damage to the collective consciousness.


Our group – in which absolutely no one uses alcohol, cannabis, tobacco, drugs of any 
kind, nor even potentially sedative and hypnogenic substances for the spirit, like sugar, or 
gluten, breads made from cereal flours, milk products or other types of food that are often 
genetically modified – becomes more and more aware of these interpenetrations of 
realities.


But regarding this archaic science which is the psychiatry of 3rd density, we should then 
all be labelled as schizophrenic wackos, burnt at the stake, or quartered in the public 
square, in the same way as it was done in the past, against those who contested one-
track thinking! Whereas through fully tangible experiences, we only perceive more and 
more concrete intrusion attempts from parts of ourselves “emerged from” other planes of 
reality, which obviously could be “slandered” by the “right-thinking” psychiatrists of the 
STS corpus.


Yet, no one amongst us has ever remained trapped in his so-called “schizophrenic” 
delirium! This because we have understood their origin, as they unfold either from 
densities of the astral, or can be projected from the realities of 4th density. But especially 
because we have learnt how to diligently extricate ourselves from it.


Thereby, in order to foil these psychic assaults, we simply had to listen attentively to each 
other, without judging the “targeted” individual while being aware that we were helped by 
our respective hyperdimensional Selves, at the same time as we support each other on 
the human level during these moments of very disturbing dimensional superpositions. We 
therefore understood that these experiences with the worlds of the invisible, were 
absolutely not to be considered as a pathology, however that they forged and increased 
the capacities of our own consciousness, therefore probably also those of the collective 
consciousness.


We also perceived that the phenomena of reality interpenetration – which we insist to 
reveal, have no connection with schizophrenia –, were becoming more and more real and 
tangible. They only confirmed our psychic or extrasensory perceptions, and reaffirmed 
our mediumistic or shamanic capacities which, with the approach of the realm border 
Wave towards the 4th density, become more and more relevant.
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Keep in mind that our LEO group was created because, probably “called”, we chose to 
progress together towards the 4th density, but especially because this inner call towards 
the Service to Others motivates us above all!


In the middle of the novitiate of this spiritual commitment to serve Others, oh how difficult 
and confronting, our tribe’s approach obviously remains very far from the “love and light” 
ideals conveyed by all of these communities of ordinary enlightened people to save the 
planet. Moreover, the latter would only be ideological movements formally invented by the 
C.I.A, intended to initiate mind control programs, leading their victims to cooperate more 
closely with the forces of the Service to the Self, whose objective would be to completely 
replace humanity with psychically submissive and malleable individuals.


Moreover, in view of the terrestrial and climate changes that bring us back to the global 
chaos in which humanity is still struggling, the “ordinary” spiritual currents that continue 
to believe in a new earth of abundance and happiness, obviously still do not know what is 
going on.


See about this the Chronicle n°19: D’Ankhiar: of “Ashes” and dust


However, when we carefully consider the spiritual orientation of humanity in the middle of 
a crisis of ignorance, like it is at this very moment, it is frightening to see to what extent 
the idea of “Service to the Self” and of “Service to Others” still remains missing from 
spiritual concepts. As far as we know, the few authors who approach the notion of this 
spiritual path of the Service to Others are principally Ra Material, Bernard de Montreal, 
Gurdjieff and some rare others… However, it is clear that the Cassiopaean transcripts, 
those of the Pleiadians and most directly those of the LEOs and of the Angel, are 
amongst those which teach us the most, because they are closely related to our group 
configuration.


We therefore had to understand through their teachings, that the Service to Others is an 
authentic alchemical and shamanic path, that is not feigned or overdone as is the one 
offered by all of these “love and light” illusionists. It is even very far from the theory 
professed by these so-called “light channels”, ascended masters, or of these supposedly 
initiates who call their followers to send love and meditate for peace, while hoping for the 
end of hostilities on Earth and in the galaxy.


This path of the Service to Others is therefore not that of this “love and light nebula”, but 
the one of a long and difficult learning of the reality, the truth and the laws of the Universe 
which are experienced in the depths of the Self, at our expense, and sometimes even for 
some of us, in and through pain. This because we still continue sometimes, through our 
deep fears, to feed the pyramidal hierarchy of the STS predators. However, if we were to 
remain trapped in this dynamic, fundamentally to the Service to the Self without 
consciousness, there would be no possible way out for the soul.
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Luckily, by becoming aware of all this manipulation induced by the predatory corpus, then 
by reversing the values that had been instilled in us, we were able to seize the opportunity 
of liberating ourselves from the pyramid of the Service to the Self, so to join the 
community of the Service to Others, whose principles of mutual aid, energy circulation 
and sharing in joy, constitute the genesis of the creator-principle.


We therefore understood how our “kind intentions” or “our benevolent actions” were 
easily recuperated by the STS forces which, in the invisible part of our personality, 
manipulated our psyche, thus perverting our unconscious mental energies. These 
projections, at the origin of manipulated mental archetypal images, were therefore not 
real, but could be part of ancient patterns coming from the reality of our ancestral worlds 
which, them, had been rearranged, then inserted into our psyche by means of implants, in 
the form of films/fake memories. And by identifying ourselves with these archetypal 
images – this means our ancient functioning patterns recombined and readjusted to make 
us take them for the present – the equitable distribution of energy in the interactions 
between two people could not happen, as there always subsisted one of the two 
protagonists of any provoked confrontation, who played the role of the predator, while the 
other was used as energetic food.


Therefore, in these circumstances, the energies of the two characters were stolen from 
them to be sucked in, then transferred to a superior being of 4th density of the Service to 
the Self who, specifically for this purpose, manipulated their daily event. It is therefore not 
always easy to distinguish this dual dynamic of the Service to the Self between two 
actors of a conflict, unless becoming fully aware of the underlying reality and to learn to 
recognize the small details of its influences.


The matrix of the Service to the Self is very intelligently elaborated, but like all 
mechanistic principles, it is not unstoppable, as by becoming aware of it and by 
exercising a sustained vigilance among us, we learned to distinguish the nature of most of 
the entities that manipulated us.


We therefore had to understand that the supreme purpose of the dynamic of the Service 
to the Self is to destroy all our human qualities, our ethics of the Service to Others, by 
stripping the energy of this notion of the Service to the Other and its natural orientation, 
by subterfuge. Furthermore, for the one who seeks to come out of illusion, the path of the 
Service to Others is that of experimentation and personal involvement of every moment, 
in order to keep his eyes wide open on the real truth, which, it alone, remains capable of 
opening our soul/spirit to new future potentials.


More and more often, our personal involvement in the search for truth can let appear 
overlapping realities, through which multiple truths then appear to the one who knows 
how to notice and observe them. And it is probably because the changes are 
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approaching that these multiple potentials of reality are gradually beginning to take 
consistency in our everyday life.


Times are increasingly chaotic and the forces at work for the control of the population are 
becoming more and more desperate because of all these interpenetration of realities 
phenomena, but also because of the weakening of the solar magnetic field. These forces 
of the Service to the Self that penetrate through these “dimensional” windows between 
consciousness spaces, then generate as a last resort, reasons for discord between 
individuals, that are finally translated into conflicts between the “true inner Being” of the 
individual and his fake personality.


It is therefore more and more obvious that these realities overlapping which fall under 
cosmic magnetic phenomena influencing our thoughts, sometimes allow these other 
worlds to infiltrate. But they especially highlight the increasingly tangible passage of the 
“realm border Wave” between realities.


These curious phenomena of dimensional entanglements have thus led us to question our 
hyperdimensional Self.


Question to the Angel: 

All these psychic attacks, are they always due to dimensional or temporal overlaps? 

No, this is not always the case! However, attacks coming from the STS corpus are 
increasing in number and intensity, since they are not only indicative of the progress in 
your work, but also symptomatic of the progression of the realm border wave with 4th 
density.


You need to know that the approach of this Wave causes more and more breakthroughs 
in your envelope/bubble of consciousness, that forms the realm in which your Self is 
sovereign. The effects of these cosmic energies then allow you to take greater account of 
the mechanism of these psychic attacks.


You had to understand that Consciousness and Time are one and the same thing! 
Therefore, these rips in your space-time continuum, these moments when your head is in 
the clouds, are simply rips/openings in your space of consciousness, "blackouts" that let 
infiltrate more and more alternative realities, that is to say things or events occurring in 
parallel worlds.


In other words, different possibilities of very concrete but non-densified/materialized 
realities – taking place or happening on parallel planes on which "you", as "souls", also 
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exist –, may come forward in your present through these open windows in your 
consciousness/time, to become very real.

You already know that your thoughts are not all your thoughts, since they come from all 
these potentials of possibilities persisting in alternative realities that only arise in your 
present reality because you think about it and because you pay more attention to it than 
usual! These alternative realities then do not arise in your thoughts, but pass through your 
thoughts.


And as long as one of these alternative realities – which are only "simple possibilities"– is 
not perceived and understood as such (that is to say another possibility of reality 
densified on another plane or in another world), this open window in the realm where your 
Self is sovereign, remains wide-open and likely to blend and materialize the two realities. 
You should therefore be able to understand now how and why in your daily life, objects 
"mysteriously" disappear or appear.


See about that:

- Alain dans la vallée des Couleurs - dans "Notre rencontre"

- Les caoutchoucs du robot ménager – dans la chronique n°8

- Le chaton sur le lit… - dans "L'histoire de Jenaël"


These circumstances of reality (for example a possibility that an object might get lost and 
disappear or appear, and then disappear again) penetrate in an instant your thoughts to 
cross them more or less furtively, because they indeed take place in these parallel worlds. 
And since in your thoughts, matter is not solid, this latter then only exists as eternal 
vibrations. Matter therefore remains "undulatory" as long as it is not densified/ 
materialized by the stabilizing energy of consciousness, which as a result gives mass to it.


This mechanism of interpenetration or change of reality is facilitated by the realm border 
Wave passage between the 3rd and 4th density that already starts to induce changes in 
your DNA, hence in your way of perceiving your world!


Also, all possibilities of reality could theoretically already concretely and materially occur if 
you think about it very strongly. But for now, these mysterious or unexplainable 
manifestations of interpenetrations of densities are visible or concrete only momentarily, 
because all your genetic codes are not yet restored. This means that objects may 
momentarily disappear or appear, because for the moment and as long as you are 
evolving between both worlds, your consciousness will remain limited.


A very interesting story that happened in Mulhouse, Alsace, describes this phenomenon 
of time interlocking in the form of a legend. Here it is:


The missing fiance by André Dorny
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"This was taking place in Mulhouse, a very long time ago. On a beautiful sunny 
morning (I believe it was two days after the Midsummer's day), a merry procession 
was heading towards the church.


Fiddlers were walking in the lead, followed by a small group of children dressed in 
white. Behind them, a proud-looking young man was giving the arm to a pretty 
young lady who was fresh as can be. She was the daughter of a worthy bourgeois 
of Mulhouse who was about to marry a childhood friend; these two young people 
had loved each other since always. What a fine couple they would make!

Then, came the parents, the friends who had been invited in large numbers.


At the time of entering the church, the young lady suddenly felt her fiance's arm 
leaving her arm and became all surprised to no longer see the young man beside 
her. She turned around, screamed with astonishment: the fiance was no longer 
there.

The fiddlers stopped playing, people of the wedding approached, hurried; but no 
one could answer to the anxious questions of the young lady. 

A moment ago, the young man was still there and now he was not anymore...

None of the guests, none of the curious, who were gathered in front of the church 
had seen him leave the procession and walk away.

He was there, and then suddenly, he wasn't anymore...


While women took the poor thing who had passed out, men, to be absolutely 
certain, were spreading in the streets around, were interrogating the passers-by: 
nobody had seen the missing man.

The most timid ones were starting to loose their mind and to shake; the 
reasonable minds kept repeating that it was impossible that in broad daylight, in 
the middle of a public square, in front of more than two hundred people, a man 
could have ducked out or been abducted without anyone noticing it... In spite of 
all the reasoning, it was necessary to get back to this which was all we knew for 
sure: He was there... and then he wasn't anymore.


The young lady was taken with a brain-fever and during many days, hovered 
between life and death.

She was saved, but probably by a grace of heaven, she did not totally returned to 
her senses, and this way, she never became aware of the unexplainable 
misfortune that had befallen her. She lived from this day forth,  immersed in some 
sort of hazy and sweet dream; she thought her fiance was on a trip and that he 
was going to reappear at any moment; she only opened her mouth to say:

- I am waiting for him; he is going to come back, and never again we will leave 
each other.

She died after a few years, with a smile while whispering one last time:

- He will come back; I am waiting for him...
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For a long time, people were still talking about the mysterious disappearance, and 
then, when the witnesses of this strange event, when all the contemporaries had, 
in their turn, died, the silence slowly followed, as well as the oblivion.

Time flowed...


Years went by, many years. A morning, two days after the Midsummer's day, a 
young man arrived at one of Mulhouse's gates, a proud-looking young man, 
dressed with a very expensive suit, but absolutely old-fashioned, one of these 
suits like the ones you could find, half-gnawed by moth, when digging into the 
great-grandparents' trunks. 


Surprised by this get-up, the gate guards called out the newcomer, asking him 
who he was and what it was that he wanted; as they thought his answers were 
confused and the way he was was weird, they led him right away in front of the 
schultheiss, the municipal magistrate performing, as well as the functions of 
mayor, those of the Police Commissioner, and whom, at that time was precisely 
holding a council with the aldermen.


The young man willingly answered the questions that were asked to him. He 
spoke well the language of Mulhouse, called "Milhuserditsch", but with aged 
turns,  outdated expressions that seemed surprising coming from this young boy's 
mouth.

He was asked where he was heading to?

- To Mulhouse.

Where he was coming from?

- From Mulhouse, where he had lived since he was born.

It was, at first, thought that he was mocking, but in no time, he proved that he was 
amazingly familiar with the city where no one, however, had ever seen him.

His name?

He answered the name of a family of great bourgeoisie, extinct for a very long 
time, but whose memory had remained because of the distinguished services 
rendered to the city.


And that name, suddenly, reminded to the oldest alderman the story that his father 
had told him, about an incident that had happened in Mulhouse, while the father 
himself was still a child: the disappearance of a fiance, taken away as if by magic 
from his fiance, at the time of entering the church where they were about to get 
married.


A search was made in the records of the Mulhouse chronicle and the tale of the 
prodigious event was discovered: the name of the missing man was indeed the 
name that the young man had stated. As unbelievable as it appeared, everything 
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seemed to confirm that the stranger was the disappeared fiance, a hundred years 
before, day by day, two days after the Midsummer's day.


De facto, the revenant did not have any difficulty to tell that at the time of entering 
the church, a weird idea came to him, an extravagant wish had crossed his mind:

- What will be this city, what will be all these things in a hundred years? What I 
wouldn't give to see this...


He did not know what had happened to him from that moment until the time 
where he had found himself, this morning, on front of the city's gate; he was 
however starting to realize that his chimeric wish had been granted; carried by a 
mysterious strength in some sort of unknown retreat, he must had stayed asleep 
during a hundred years, and just came out of it, he did not know how.

How much he repented now from this reckless wish! Without parents, without 
friends, unknown to all, a stranger to everything and everyone, he felt more dead 
than the deads; them, at least, had found in the tomb people of their race, of their 
family; they were on their last sleep among those they had loved on earth...


He expresses the desire to go to the cemetery over the grave of the one who had 
been his fiance. From afar, the crowd followed him, respecting that pain never felt 
before in this world.

In the cemetery a few old men helped the antic young man in his investigations 
and he ended up discovering, under the grass and bramble, the grave he was 
looking for.

He read the name engraved in the stone and felt on his knees.


A moment he remained, hands folded, his head bowed, and, suddenly, in great 
terror, those present saw him collapse, then fall apart, crumble so to speak, until 
being only a small pile of dust and ashes...

The slab was lifted; those pitiful remains were placed besides those of the fiance-
widow...

- I am waiting for him; he will come back, had she said…

And this was taking place in Mulhouse, a very long time ago…"


Thus, it is not only the energy of a “simple thought” or of an “ephemeral idea” that 
provides mass to reality, but it is indeed the energy sustained and focused by a 
“conscious, imaginative and anticipatory” thought which, when it is maintained and 
intensified by the repetition of a body movement activating the mitochondria (your energy 
centers located in the cells), produces these unstable gravitational waves modifying the 
reality that your consciousness interprets.
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In other words, the intensity of these psychic and “energetic-physical/mitochondrial” 
energies which generate the gravitational force, becomes indeed able to manifest other 
realities through these dimensional windows. This is how a multitude of realities 
potentially exist in the universe! They form those possibilities of reality which materialize 
by appearing or disappearing in the different dimensions of existence.


Then, as long as it remains confined in 3rd density, human psyche invariably seeks a 
single reality, a single truth, through a single path, a single way of possibility, even a single 
religion or a single science instead of searching for it across the infinities of paths which 
lead to a multitude of truths. So, all roads do not lead to Rome, yet all of them 
systematically drift away from it! 


That is why, when questions or problems would turn out to be very complex, “the Truth” 
often entails an infinity of simple answers, since a single source of answers could not 
deliver all Knowledge.


You could then start to discover the incredible “malleability” of your next reality, from the 
4th density. Since it will be the realm border Wave which will bring you this fabulous 
plasticity in your new “creation”.


Once you understand this mechanism of 4th density, you will perceive how your group, 
like other communities with a belief system similar to yours working towards the Service 
to Others, can and must be ready to manifest its reality at the “time” when the border 
Wave will “strike”, in order to erase the waves configuration that your 3rd density mind 
reads in its still current reality.


You will also learn, in 4th density, how to create your “own new reality” from your thoughts 
and not from your fleeting dreams as taught by the New Age version “live your dreams” 
philosophy at the service of the STS matrix. And as your thoughts will need to be 
orientated as much as possible towards the Service to Others, their manifestations in the 
material worlds will be in the direction of the evolution and growth of human 
consciousness.


However, when thoughts would be still predominantly orientated towards the Service to 
Self at the time of the Wave’s passage, in the sense generally accepted or taught by the 
New Age philosophies, their creation will first be stabilized in entropy. And if there was no 
progression “over time”, it will disappear into a black hole in the form of antimatter, by the 
contraction/implosion of the Self/ego consciousness.


As the darkest times are coming forward, the dawn of the new era and its changes begin 
to appear too! Thus, it is absolutely essential to maintain your behavior and your thoughts 
at the Service to Others as high as possible and to maintain that course during the 
difficult moments to come.
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Question to the Angel: 

As we have mentioned, some of us are still subject to predatory infiltration attempts 
into their psyche. Are there other sensitive entry doors we should be vigilant to? 

Especially at the moment, humans are disturbed by influences coming from other planes 
of reality, with the objective of delaying their progress towards the 4th density. These 
forces possess a very wide scope, of which the use of language constitutes a significant 
entry door.


One thing you should thus understand about the influence of these parallel worlds on 
human consciousness, is the extreme importance of verbal communication and the 
energy it conveys. Therefore, not only technologies have impacts on your states of mind.


Indeed, we regularly observe that it is often difficult for you to respect even a certain 
ethical elegance of language. Jokes, swearing, inappropriate jokes, or insistent teasing, 
can sometimes be hurtful to others, or leave a heavy atmosphere.


The first Toltec agreement mentions: “May your word be impeccable”. With other moral 
concepts, these agreements were by the way tagged on the walls of the LEO school.




Then, take them as if they were meant for you.


Communication should not become a verbiage of approximate words, onomatopoeias, 
incomprehensible slangs, but should rather open up to a more fluent expression on which 
you are responsible for maintaining control. It is neither about entering into the concept of 
non-violent communication, but simply about remaining present in Oneself (in what we 
think, feel, or say) while keeping a close eye on one’s language and using an appropriate 
vocabulary. And being present to Oneself also means being aware of others and 
remaining attentive to others, which is not always the case in your moments of all-sided 
discussions.
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In your tribe, the “verb” will have the benefit to testify to your spiritual approach, to 
convey your values and goals, while allowing the fulfillment of your individuality in the 
various areas where speech will be necessary.


Your words, your vocabulary, are thus much more than a simple sharing or 
communication tool. They are these “creative verbs that become flesh” and which in 3rd 
density, “dwell among you”. Words are also energies expressed by thoughts. They are 
forces setting in motion most of the events in your kingdom.


Your community may soon have to interact with other individualities or groups, marked by 
psychological trauma caused by lies, verbal attacks and public deception. At that point, 
the comments you will have to say will be essential. The use of an explicit vocabulary, the 
choice of words, have a mighty power, as much likely to cause chaos around you, as joy 
and happiness!


“As soon as man uses language in order to establish a living relationship with 
himself or with his peers, language is not an instrument anymore, is not a mean 
anymore, it is a manifestation, a revelation of the inner being and of the psychic 
link that connects us to the world and to our peers.” (K. Goldstein)


In the meantime, not understanding that you could still let yourselves be demolished by 
the arrangement of these circumstantial forces in your group experience, would delay 
your evolution towards the 4th density. It is also about becoming aware that all 
approximate forms of communication can lead to misunderstandings which, even if they 
are not deliberate, are able to delay you.


Therefore, if a thought expressed by an approximate vocabulary creates in yourself an 
emotion from which emerges concern or anger, realize it at once, get yourself together 
and stop your verbiage! An old proverb also said: “If the man has two ears and one 
mouth, it is to listen twice as much as he speaks.” (Confucius)


Thus, over time, you will get used to listening to yourself speak, and every time hurtful 
words towards someone else will arise, you will be accustomed to refrain from expressing 
them. Then more and more these “harmful” forces will no longer influence you.


Hence, you understand that it is useless and counter-productive to try to fight “on an 
equal footing” against the STS corpus. The only resources that you should set against 
them are the language of truth, that is, the use of the right words that flow from your 
intelligence, your consciousness. At that time, your words will express and carry 
Knowledge.
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Question to the Angel: 

How could we explain to others how to unravel or go through a psychic attack? 

This work is much more easily achievable by several. We had already revealed to you that 
your work as a group constitutes a major asset, an inestimable force to go through these 
psychic attacks, since you learn how to support each other in these moments when you 
brave the STS assaults.


Then, when you feel you are sinking into the gloom, anger, states which you would 
describe as negative, first you all have to understand that they are not part of you. They 
are not your true nature and you are not really responsible for your state of being. Yet you 
would be, if you pretended to ignore them.


This kind of psychological tests, often difficult to assume and to go through, are an 
integral part of the “learning” of life in your density. Gloominess, anger, sadness…, are 
indeed programs which are specific to your world, since your genome, in relation to your 
physical nature (especially with certain brain functions) has been altered by the human 
electronic technologies and genetic manipulations engaged by the STS corpus of 3rd and 
4th densities, so that such “programmed emotions” continue to overwhelm you in order to 
energetically feed the predator corpus.


You know very well that the STS predators of 4th density do not rely on physical or 
material food (or only very rarely), but on etheric and energetic food they draw from you. 
And for them, the best way to “refuel” is to provoke emotions (especially very negative 
emotional) that they grow profusely in their human suppliers and that they then “suck” by 
kinds of small electromagnetic filaments connected to the energetic centers. 


Thus, as with cattle that are milked, psychic predators sometimes reactivate the negative 
programming of individuals – who have been genetically conditioned – in order to 
complete the task of supplying the STS with emotional energy. In fact, “the biblical Adam” 
(Sumerian word meaning “cattle”) had been created by the Lizzies/reptilians as a sensitive 
human race, gifted with affects and emotions who, once upset and irritated, would be 
subject to this “negative emotional overflow”.


However, those who intend to cross the threshold of density change can from now on 
choose to not exteriorize, feed or allow themselves to be dominated by such influences. 
You thus can refuse to be dominated by such states. You can decide to become different, 
even if this decision implies an inner struggle between the soul’s choice and the needs of 
the material world rationalized by the left brain.
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Thus, the only way to get you out of the 3rd density Service to Self cycle is to accept to go 
through the problem of this density of reality, in which you too have to feed on other 
creatures’ energy.


The 4th density will then become a reality in which nobody possesses, hoards or saves 
the least energy anymore. But at this level, everyone gives, communicates, shares, 
whether it be matter (that is to say densified energy) or psychic energy (pure energy), in 
union with other beings who also only give. In this new world, no one will lack anything, 
nor materially, nor energetically, because no longer being stored, centralized, saved, 
energy circulates, is shared, is given freely, without anyone having to be afraid to run out 
of it!


Then, because of the Reptilians-Lizzies domination which, for more than 300 000 years, 
fed on the human energy and creativity by implanting control tools such as jealousy, 
cupidity, covetousness, avidity…, the human race has begun its fall towards entropy. 
These psychic implants have continuously participated in the production by individuals of 
quantities of dense, negative energy which were voraciously sucked by those of the 4th 
density. This cycle where the human served as cattle will soon be over! Since those who 
will use their free will and resort to Knowledge, will now be able to choose the exit of 3rd 
density.


Man has been diverted from the exploration of his true intuition and real emotions, since 
being able to observe them would have been a saving means to come to understand the 
truth and the nature of his existence. Emotions firmly unite you to your spiritual body. The 
latter, non-physical in nature, persists in all the spheres of dimensional reality.


The planet frequencies of resonance have been disrupted, since other energy streams 
sent from the higher planes are currently transforming the Earth. That way, every 
individual has from now on the choice between two directions of evolution! Either to 
continue to accept the programming of the STS Lizzies of Orion, or to follow a different 
line, which for many is already about to become concrete in their reality.


The egregores which constitute the ancient “planetary consciousness” need you, since 
they are unable to overhaul the terrestrial organization from the outside, because these 
“ancient” consciousnesses know only to determinate one single world of matter, their 
own, that is to say the one that, not so long ago, was still yours! And as they have mainly 
remained at the Service to their Self, their world is now heading towards its decline.


That is why the planet Earth has to be transformed by worlds creators who, through their 
inner consciousness, know how to shape a new space of consciousness, thus a new 
space-time. They have the talent to drive the cosmic energy carrying these creativity rays 
which, by going through your body, will cause an evolutionary leap in your Beingness. 
And as soon as you understand how to make proper use of emotions and begin to 
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exercise a better control over your personal frequency, you will be able to retransmit these 
new information streams. Only then will you cease to feed the frequency of fear of this 
plane of existence to be, in your turn, ready to cross the portals to the superior densities 
to assume your role as creator.


Transmitted by Sand and Jenaël
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